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Scientific communication can be represented as a network of scieScientific communication can be represented as a network of scientific ntific 
papers (De papers (De SollaSolla, 1965). Every scientific paper is in debt with all the , 1965). Every scientific paper is in debt with all the 

precedent papers related. The value of a paper is expressed in iprecedent papers related. The value of a paper is expressed in its citation ts citation 
frequency (frequency (WoutersWouters, 1999). The scientific value of each paper has been , 1999). The scientific value of each paper has been 
determined by quantitative criteria based on dedetermined by quantitative criteria based on de--contextualised citation contextualised citation 

counts (Garfield, 1979, 1972). The production of citation indexecounts (Garfield, 1979, 1972). The production of citation indexes results s results 
from the transformation of references into citations (from the transformation of references into citations (WoutersWouters, 1999). , 1999). 
Citation indexes count at most only one citation, no matter how Citation indexes count at most only one citation, no matter how many many 
times it was mentioned. The meaning of a reference is not considtimes it was mentioned. The meaning of a reference is not considered, ered, 

treating the references as treating the references as ““dede--contextualised citationscontextualised citations””. This has caused a . This has caused a 
confusion between the bibliographic references of a text and theconfusion between the bibliographic references of a text and the final list final list 
of citations of the same text. References and citations are two of citations of the same text. References and citations are two different different 

signs which should be analyzed in terms of linking analysis signs which should be analyzed in terms of linking analysis ––quantitative quantitative 
analysisanalysis--. In practice, scholarly journal publishing makes a distinction . In practice, scholarly journal publishing makes a distinction 
between articles, references and citations in terms of between articles, references and citations in terms of URLsURLs ((CaplanCaplan & & 

Arms, 1999, Hitchcock, 2002, Arms, 1999, Hitchcock, 2002, BarruecoBarrueco, 2002) and citation databases of , 2002) and citation databases of 
research literature like research literature like ScopusScopus, , CiteSeerCiteSeer or or Google ScholarGoogle Scholar are contextare context--

sensitive because they are based on the Websensitive because they are based on the Web

Methodology: Qualitative analysis The qualitative analysis is carried out 
in terms of semiotic analysis of signs (Cronin, 2000, Wouters, 1999), and in terms of 
linking analysis: An article B has two references to paper A (Smith, 2004), and both 
references link with the final single citation (Smith, 2004). The three different signs are 
i.e. Ref #1 (Smith, 2004), Ref #2 (Smith, 2004), and Cit (Smith, 2004). There is an 
ambiguity between the three of them due to a semiotic phenomenon called 
“homonymy”. When the three signs are analysed in terms of semiotic analysis 
(significant, meaning, and referent) it is seen that what the three signs have in 
common is only the same significant but nothing else. The ambiguity disappears 
completely with the electronic reference linking (Caplan & Arms, 1999, Hitchcock, 
2002) decomposition of these signs. The three signs in terms of semiotic analysis have 
the same significant, and that’s the source of the error: Only the significant is 
considered within citation analysis, which performs a meaningless de-contextualised 
analysis. The source of the error of citation indexes is to extend the homonymy 
between the three significants [significant A = significant B = significant B] into a 
homonymy between the three signs, [sign A = sign B= sign C]: Article B (Howards, 
2003) refers twice to article A (Smith, 2004), and article A (Smith, 2004) will be cited 
only once because of ambiguity

Methodology: Quantitative analysis These differences in URLs have 
offered the possibility to perform a quantitative analysis of references and citations. 
Once it has been stated out that references and citations are two different signs, a 
representative sample of 30 scientific papers has been quantitatively analyzed in order 
to determine whether or not the number of references is higher than the number of 
citations. These 30 articles have been extracted from ten journals of the Directory 
Open Access of Journals (DOAJ), all of them written in English and with an open access 
bases licence. The articles chosen were the articles number four, five and six of the 
first issue of year 2004. The ten electronic journals belong to the following scientific 
areas: Social Sciences (two journals), Humanities (one journal), Medicine (three 
journals), Biology (one journal), Mathematics (one journal), Chemistry (one journal) 
and Engineering (one journal)
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By considering references instead of citations, other bibliometrBy considering references instead of citations, other bibliometric laws and indicators are ic laws and indicators are 
affected:affected:

As the value of an article is expressed in its citation frequency, the semiotic ambiguity between references and citations, causes the “reference /citation problem” what 
causes a relevant error with consequences in science evaluation, as text references are identified with the final citations. This error is avoided by the use of electronic 

reference linking. The “reference /citation problem” should be considered as an electronic reference linking problem because the future of citation indexes is the future of 
the Web

INTRODUCTION Citation indexes are produced by counting de-contextualised citations, which result from the transformation of references 
into citations. This causes an ambiguity of both signs which is relevant for citation indexes and for science evaluation

METHODOLOGY On one hand, from a qualitative point of view, it is performed a semiotic analysis in order to make a difference between 
the bibliographic references and the citations in terms of electronic reference linking. On the other hand, from a quantitative point of view, 
citations and references were counted within a relevant sample of papers from different scientific disciplines

RESULTS Systematically, the number of bibliographic references is higher than the number of citations in almost the 100 % of the articles 
analysed. In many cases, the number of references is twice as the number of citations. The 30,1 % of the citations were referenced several 
times, for, were counted just once

DISCUSSION By considering references instead of citations, the following bibliometric laws and indicators are affected,: Bradford / De 
Solla’s law, direct academic journal citations, Bibliographic coupling, co-citation, impact factor and h-index

CONCLUSSION A semiotic ambiguity between references and citations causes a relevant error in science evaluation that can be avoided by 
the use of electronic reference linking

Before the Before the qualitativequalitative approach, there was an ambiguity between references and citatioapproach, there was an ambiguity between references and citationsns

In terms of linking analysis the ambiguity is vanishedIn terms of linking analysis the ambiguity is vanished

The 30,1 % of the citations were referenced several times, for, were counted just once
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